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A collaborative approach
Kaia the Kākā is a collaboration between Nature
Through Arts Collective, Enspiral, artists Kemi Niko
& Co and Lift Education.
Funding partners:
NZ National Commission for UNESCO, Wellington
Community Trust, Wellington City Council
Delivery partner: Wellington City Council
Support partners:
Department of Conservation, Upstream: Friends
of Central Park.

Photography by Mary Hutchinson

KRAARK! It’s me Kaia!
THANK YOU to all the COOL
adventurers, whānau, kaitiaki,
caregivers and educators
who helped make me and my
chicks safe! We look forward
to seeing you again soon!

Kaia illustration by Simon Waterfield
Report design by Kemi Niko

More information
and contacts
Connecting people and organisations
through nature and the arts to grow diverse,
vital, creative and nature-rich communities.

Naturethroughthearts@gmail.com
Naturethrougharts.org.nz
Nature Through Arts Collective
Nature Through Arts
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What is Kaia the KA
 kA
?
Engaging young citizens
Kaia the Kākā inspires young people and their families,
whānau and community to reconnect to their city’s natural
world through a journey in nature which combines story, art
and gameplay, augmented by innovative technology.
Piloted in Wellington’s Central Park in Brooklyn between
spring 2017 and summer 2018, the unique, free-to-play
journey enables users to explore the fate of a virtual kākā,and
her family on foot in the park.
Using a smartphone and Facebook Messenger, users interact
with the kākā, called Kaia, through an app; answering special
nature challenges, aided by artworks on site, to rescue her
and her chicks from advancing predators.
The adventure combines urban nature, a compelling
narrative and unique artworks which connect users to the
science of what is really happening in our neighbourhoods
and wild places. It draws on children’s love of game and
their natural skill and interest in technology to awaken
environmental curiosity and interest.

“Predator Free Wellington
supports Nature Through Arts
Collective and its project partners
in this exciting new venture which
engages young learners with
science and technology through
immersive digital technology,
and connects them with their
own place-based communities.
The model has the potential to
be rolled out to communities &
schools across New Zealand.”
Kelvin Hastie, Predator Free
Community Champion.

Ultimately it engages and encourages young people and
their families to understand the importance of nature,
through creativity and innovation, and experience it where
they live. The experience also connects them to hands-on
urban nature restoration initiatives like Predator Free NZ.
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WHY WE CREATED
kaia the k a
 ka


Toitū te marae a Tāne
Toitū te marae a Tangaroa
Toitū te tangata Kei a tātou katoa

This project responds creatively to many issues surrounding
young people’s connection to nature and its importance to
mental and physical health and well-being. It connects them
and their families and whānau to their local environments
and public spaces, encouraging nature play and exploration
of Aotearoa’s special biodiversity. Kaia the Kākā also engages
and encourages young citizens and their families to take
part in urban nature renewal, including NZ’s Predator Free
2050 initiative. It aims to reach out to whānau not currently
involved in such activities.
Creative approaches, like storytelling, art and drama, have
been shown to play a vital role in fostering attitudes and
feelings - a natural precursor to environmental curiosity
and interest. Kaia the Kākā uses a mix of narrative, special
characters and art installations to engage users. We also
connect into a growing body of innovative work exploring
how emerging digital technology can be used to support
social and environmental change and encourage play
in nature.
Kaia the Kākā offers all children, families, whānau and
educators a unique, fun and free entranceway to explore
what nature has to offer.

“The future will belong to the nature-smart -Those
individuals, families, businesses and political and social
leaders who develop a deeper understanding of the
transformative power of the natural world, and who
balance the virtual with the real.”
Richard Louv, The Nature Principle

te oranga o ngā
When the realm of Tāne and the
domain of Tangaroa are sustained,
so too are people

Some references
and influences
‘Last Child in the Woods’;
‘The Nature Principle’: Richard Louv
‘Effective Approaches to Connect Children
with Nature’: C. Wilson, Department of
Conservation
‘Inspired by Science’: NZ Council for
Educational Research
Centre for Ecoliteracy Imaginative Education
Research Group;
‘Reality is Broken - Why Games Make Us
Better and How They Can Change the World’
- J. McGonigal
Many articles and initiatives around
gamification theory and real world
applications.
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Building on a
successful model
Kaia the Kākā builds on the success of our Imagine My
City 100 Day creative challenge - a community-based
project aimed at igniting imaginations and dreams of
young people for a neighbourhood full of nature. Together
with actors, artists, educators, scientists and community
kaitiaki we tested engagement with nature through drama,
storytelling, visual art and sculpture. The project also
challenged young participants to create and communicate
their visions for a nature- rich city through their own
artworks and writing. It culminated in a public exhibition in
a professional gallery in downtown Wellington, opened by
the City’s Mayor.
An evaluation of the project recommended sharing this
experience with a wider audience. To do this we needed
to distil the ‘magic’ from Imagine My City and test key
components that could be delivered anywhere in NZ. We
investigated various technical approaches and digital
models being used to connect young people with nature.
Our learning led us to rethink and redirect our approach
- away from a static web-based resource to using cost
effective new media to develop and test a ‘journey bot’
prototype - ‘Kaia The Kākā,’ hosted on an existing platform
- Facebook Messenger.

Success Factors
•

An engaging, immersive, inspirational
interface that cultivates passion and
imagination in children (and adults)

•

Something which is scalable
and repeatable

•

An easy to find journey that can be linked
to via Facebook and other mediums online
and in real life

•

Anyone with a smartphone can participate
in the journey

•

Easily understood constraints for the
journey environment and gameplay

•

Participants left seeking more adventure,
and exploration

•

Families and whānau connecting with
nature close to home

•

Urban and diverse communities having
easy access to a ‘free-to-play’ experience

Project aim:
Inspire and engage young
people and their families,
whānau and community to
reconnect to their local natural
world and biodiversity through
the lens of storytelling, art
and gameplay.
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 Imagine My City participant

Developing kaia the k a
 ka

To develop the model for an enhanced journey in nature,
we first created a digital prototype that underwent several
internal tests and two live field tests and evaluations with
external users. We used an agile approach, involving fast
prototyping, testing and tweaking and updating every
couple of weeks. Tester groups each comprised around
20 participants, half of whom were young people aged
from 4 to 15 years old. Parents and caregivers, education
specialists, youth ambassadors and representatives of
partners were also involved.
The prototype was evaluated against a range of criteria
including concept, content, locations, interactions,
notifications and gameplay, Tracking and observing
the various interactions during users’ journeys reinforced
proof of concept and provided additional feedback on
interactions,creativity, game strategy and collaborative
aspects.

“We realised that by combining creativity,
storytelling and nature-immersion in just
the right way, we could create a magical
and lasting experience for young people
and adults alike. We’ve only just started
to scratch the surface of what’s possible
and we’re already planning the next
iterations with bigger narratives and new
technology at a grander scale.”
Damian Sligo-Green | Enspiral
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How it works
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Complete the game by
finding Kaia’s nest and
‘dropping’ your traps to save
the kākā chicks in the nest

Finish with a selfie
and get connected
with local projects
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Promotion and publicity
Kaia the Kākā was publicly launched as a
‘Beta test’ between 11 November 2017 - 31
January 2018 in Central Park, Brooklyn. This
enabled us to test out the product with a
wider audience. More than 500 participants
took an active part in the enhanced
journey during this time, including families
and whānau, children, teens, educators,
interested individuals and visitors to the city.
Users of Kaia the Kākā came from a range of
different audiences and interacted with the
experience in very diverse ways.
Kaia the Kākā was enthusiastically covered in
local and national media and social media,
and through our partners’ networks and
community networks.

Parents &
children
Assisted storytelling,
learning, exploration
and problem-solving.

Key User
Groups

Local adults

Tourists

‘Gamers’ themselves,
enjoying a fun activity
in the park and learning
about local conservation
and ecology.

New to the city, exploring
its amenities and
interested in local culture
and knowledge.

Radio NZ Jesse Mulligan Kids help out a virtual Kākā
with new adventure app
The Dominion Post &
Stuff - Digital Kākā teach
Wellington children to care
for environment
Ensipral tales Playable Cities
Kaia the Kākā - Facebook
NZ National Commission for
UNESCO Annual review Imaginative Digital Journeys
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Evaluation

600+
Evaluation data was gathered both during and after the
Beta test including feedback from families, partners &
stakeholders and game analytics. Over 100 journeys were
tracked, showing how people moved through the park
and interacted with the game, what they did, how long
they took, and interactions with the app. An online survey
of participants conducted a month after the event was
responded to by 24 participants.
Responses from our users revealed a high level of
enthusiasm for the digital nature Journey and its concept
of engaging young people, their families and whānau
with nature in their local environment through the lens of
storytelling, art and gameplay.
Observations by parents and caregivers suggested the
experience had connected children with nature, stimulated
learning, engaged their imaginations, thinking skills and
physical abilities, and kindled a sense of adventure and fun.

 Kaia’s nest with painting by Kemi Niko & Co.

Beta Test

participants

3-4
average users
per journey

100+
Journeys

2 1/2

months
duration
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”What a lovely adventure! We
found new nooks and crannies in a
park we’ve been to a million times
before. We could hear the Kākā
calling and our boy said “that’s
Kaia!” It was a beautiful way to
explore the environment.”
- Parent leader, children’s
nature-play group

“Great concept,
kids loved the
interaction with
phone and park
and the threat
of rats.”

“It was a really
innovative and fun
idea. We hadn’t
explored the park
before.”

“I walk past the Kākā
house each day as I go to
work and think about
the game.”
- On-foot commuter

“The kids loved it, especially
your pictures/art. They loved
being able to use the phone
themselves and take and send
the photos. The final artwork
was brilliant - we all thought it
was amazing!“

“My nephew (8) found
it really engaging. He
liked the quizzes and
puzzles and told the
rest of the family about
them afterwards.”
“This is a super fun treasure
hunt through the bush, with a
chance to see wild kākā! We
spent over an hour following
the trail, guided by messages
on the phone. Loved it!”
- Parent

”It was fun - all of
it was fun! “
- 10 year old girl

“It was so cool! Loved seeing
the Kākā up in the trees. Perfect
for my native bird mad 9 year
old son! The interaction via
messenger, the environment, the
mission and the level
of difficulty.”

“Our 9 year old
son who is legally
blind enjoyed it
immensely.”
- Parent
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What the local community said
The project attracted large numbers of people into Central
Park - something the local ‘Upstream’ group, who run arts
events and conservation projects in the park, are keen to see:

Asked about the possibility of Kaia the Kākā
coming back to Central Park, an ‘Upstream’
committee member commented:

“Last year’s appearance was much
“Central Park is a wonderful Wellington urban park but
relatively unknown and under-utilised by local residents enjoyed and attracted a great deal of
enthusiastic attention. A re-appearance
in Mt Cook, Te Aro & Brooklyn, many of whom live in
will be welcome.”
apartment housing without their own ‘backyards’. I
believe it’s really important for children to spend more
time in the outdoors as a contrast to the increased
time they are spending on digital devices. This project
will enable children and their families to individually
discover Central Park through a well designed and
appealing digital app. This will hopefully lead them to
spend more time in such places generally.”
- ‘Upstream’ member and parent

What educators said
“Our Playcentre group - 8 kids, with three parents with
cell phones - had a lot of fun! They enjoyed taking turns
photographing clues – and we would read them the
questions, and they’d all shout out answers – lots of
prior knowledge coming into play. It was great having
visual clues of paths to follow once we had answered a
question correctly – to help give a start off direction. It’s
got a good balance of challenge and accessibility.”
- Playcentre parent
“As a school group, we’d use it in Education Outside
the Classroom (EOTC) activities where we encourage
the development of cooperation, problem solving,
observation skills etc, We’d reflect on how the team
worked together, strategies they used to complete the
course effectively, how they used the clues, which clues
were the easiest/hardest to crack and why.”
- Primary teacher
“I’d definitely consider doing this as an activity, as we’d
have smaller groups and are more likely to get a greater
number of parent helpers in an evening. I would be
interested to see if something similar could be expanded
to other parks e.g. Botanic Gardens, Otari etc.”
- Brownie leader
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Recommendations
and next steps
Improved summer season
We would recommend a repeated summer season of
Kaia the Kākā in Central Park Brooklyn so that the unique
experience may be enhanced and expanded to a wider
audience with the following improvements:
•

Target a diverse cross section of inner city Wellington,
including nearby Council housing residents, formal and
non-formal educators, wider wellington and tourists to
the city

•

Expand partnerships with mana whenua, arts and
outdoor educators, tourism and health agencies and
youth networks

•

Create additional artworks to connect users, and children
in particular, with the Kākā mission

•

Make small adjustments to the route, signage, clues
and gameplay

•

Expand information about natural features, including
mātauranga Māori, and activities in and for the natural
environment for those inspired to do more after their
digital and nature journey

•

Wider promotion including signage around the city and
in proximity to other natural attractions like Zealandia,
Wellington Zoo and Botanic Gardens

Kaia the Kākā has seeded a model which
has engaged the Wellington community
that tested it. Many participants provided
suggestions on future opportunities for the
journey, including the potential to have
different adventures in different parks.

future opportunities
Kaia the Kākā journey could be easily
adapted for other locations in other towns
and cities within NZ. While it is currently
aligned with the Predator Free NZ initiatives,
the model and game mechanics can be
adapted to incorporate different narratives,
characters, species and locations. For
example, engaging young people and
families in annual garden bird surveys, weed
pests or marine conservation issues.
The model also has potential to augment a
range of tourism activities, helping promote
NZ’s unique nature experiences, including
nature sanctuaries and eco-based activities.

“Interested to see if something
similar could be expanded to
other parks e.g. Botanical Gardens,
Otari ” - Brownie leader
“In the future I would love to see
Kaia as an augmented reality
game!” - parent
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